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Abstract
The average child in an agricultural
community consumes substantially
more food during the months after a
harvest than the months before, despite
efforts to smooth consumption. In this
paper we use a 20-year panel data set
from Tanzania to test whether
consumption seasonality has long-run
implications
for
human
capital
development.
Using
repeated
measures
of
consumption during a 3-year period in

the early 1990s, we model the annual
consumption cycle as a function of
household characteristics, and then
match statistics from household-specific
consumption profiles to human capital
outcomes observed in 2010. We find
large effects: households who are able to
decrease the intra-annual standard
deviation of consumption would
experience the same long term benefit as
a household that increases mean
consumption by 3%.
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Introduction

A large literature in economics and other fields has established a link between nutrition
during childhood and long-run development. Across the world, children with poor nutritional
status are less likely than their well-nourished peers to grow up to be tall, well-educated,
and economically productive adults (Victora et al., 2008). Randomized trials and convincing
natural experiments have demonstrated causal pathways linking early life undernutrition to
adverse adult outcomes as measured by height (Martorell, 1995; Kinra et al., 2008), cognition
(Pollitt et al., 1993), and wealth (Mancini and Yang, 2009). The bulk of this evidence focuses
on the consequences of lower average quantity of food or nutrients consumed or dramatic
transitory shocks such as famines.
While shocks and chronically low average consumption are clearly a cause of long run
disadvantage, children in developing countries also experience a different form of consumption
deprivation in the form of seasonal fluctuations in food intake related to the agricultural cycle.
The short-term effects of seasonal consumption on child health have been well studied, but
the long-term effects are not well known.
This paper is motivated by the following thought experiment. Consider two children
who consume the same total quantity of nutrients in a year. One consumes a fixed meal for
all 365 days. The other eats more during one part of the year, and less during another period.
Economists have long argued that the later child would be worse off because of risk aversion
and diminishing marginal returns to consumption imply that a smooth consumption path is
preferred to a variable one, but to our knowledge, it is not well known whether a variable
consumption path has lasting impacts beyond the short-term psychological trade-offs.
Variable consumption paths are not uncommon in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) where
rural life follows a seasonal pattern rooted in the agricultural calendar. In most agro-climatic
zones there is a single primary growing season during which the majority of food and cash
crops are produced. Because the marginal productivity of investing in agriculture varies
substantially across months of the year, so too do the opportunity costs of time, capital, and
other inputs. This generates a natural, annual cycle in many economic variables, including
labor demand, wages, migration patterns, and prices.
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Despite increasing integration with global markets, food prices in SSA exhibit significant intra-annual variation. Staple food grains are most abundant, and cheapest, immediately after harvest. Later in the year, stocks are depleted and food prices increase in
the run up to the next harvest (Stephens and Barrett, 2011; Kaminski, Christiaensen and
Gilbert, 2014). Households facing these persistent seasonal price fluctuations use a variety
of strategies to smooth consumption, including storing food, saving cash, taking out loans,
working off-farm in the lean season, and sharing food with friends and family members. Yet
households differ in the degree to which they are successfully able to smooth (Morduch, 1995;
Fink, Jack and Masiye, 2014; Burke, 2014). Perfect smoothing is hampered by uncertainty
over numerous factors, including the depreciation rate of stored crops, the time path of retail
food price movements, the availability of off-farm work, and the incidence of health shocks.
Coinsurance is helpful, but its capacity to facilitate consumption smoothing is limited by the
covariant nature of some shocks and by heterogeneity in pro-social preferences (Coate and
Ravallion, 1993; Townsend, 1994; Fafchamps and Lund, 2003; Kinnan, 2011). Seasonality is
a particularly difficult case for co-insurance since within the same region, harvest and lean
periods main coincide for all households limiting the ability to smooth consumption through
sharing.
A consequence of the inherent seasonality of agricultural production and the difficulty
of perfect consumption smoothing is that the average person consumes more calories and
critical nutrients in some times of year (the “harvest season”) than in others (the “lean
season”). Such intra-annual cycles in the amount and composition of food consumption have
been documented in many rural, developing country settings (Branca et al., 1993; Dercon and
Krishnan, 2000; Maleta et al., 2003; Bhagowalia, Chen and Masters, 2011; Egata, Berhane
and Worku, 2013; Miller et al., 2013; Hirvonen, Taffesse and Hassen, 2015).1 Often, intake
of both energy and nutrients during the lean season is below the level needed to support
healthy growth and development of children (Arsenault et al., 2014).
In this paper we examine whether chronic seasonality in consumption during child1

We should note that there are some papers that find little intra-annual variation in calorie or nutrient
intake in sub-Saharan Africa settings, e.g., Mitchikpe et al. (2009), Kigutha et al. (1995), and Chikhungu and
Madise (2014). These findings are generally from small samples or from coarse definitions of the lean season
and harvest season. We see the balance of the evidence as indicating substantial consumption seasonality.
Seasonality in consumption is certainly evident in our data.
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hood has long-term impacts on human capital formation. Our approach, which uses data
from Tanzania spanning nearly 20 years, proceeds in two steps. First, we use four waves of
panel data from the early 1990s, with surveys spaced roughly 6 months apart, to construct
household-level measures of the mean and standard deviation of intra-annual consumption
per capita. We dedicate substantial attention in Section 4 to the identification and estimation of these two moments. Then, in the second step, we examine whether the human
capital acquired by children in the study households, measured in a 2010 follow-up survey,
varies with the two household-level moments from the childhood consumption profile. This
empirical approach is motivated by a conceptual view of human capital formation that recognizes the possible cost of variable nutrient intake if human capital production functions are
non-linear in nutrients in each period. In Section 2 we make these underlying mechanisms
more precise.
We use two measures of human capital attainment as outcomes: height, and years of
schooling. These outcomes have strong precedent in the literature on child health and longrun outcomes (Hoddinott and Kinsey, 2001; Bundervoet, Verwimp and Akresh, 2009; Akresh,
Lucchetti and Thirumurthy, 2012; Victora et al., 2008). Importantly for our setting, both
measures are accumulated throughout infancy, childhood, and adolescence. People grow
and establish their eventual height both during a period of growth in utero and infancy
and during the adolescent growth spurt (Martorell, 1995), and they can acquire education
throughout the life course.2 The cumulative nature of these investments improves our chances
of detecting effects of consumption seasonality, should they exist. If variation in consumption
seasonality leads to small annual differences in linear growth or schooling attainment, and
these differences accumulate over time into substantial variation in human capital, we are
most likely to detect such impacts using outcomes like these.
We find that both height and educational attainment are negatively impacted by
seasonal variation in consumption during childhood. The magnitudes of the effects are very
large when considered alongside the effect of the mean of consumption on the same outcomes.
Across a range of specifications, the negative impacts of greater seasonal consumption variability on height and educational attainment are 30-60% of the magnitude of the positive
2

However, in our setting, very few people continue to study beyond their late teenage years.
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impacts from greater average consumption. These findings are robust to different strategies
for identifying the mean and variation of consumption during childhood, and to the inclusion
of various controls. A 10% increase in the standard deviation of consumption – equivalent
to 65% of typical expenditure on maize – is associated with a .04-.1 centimeter reduction in
height and .04-.08 fewer years of schooling. Put differently, a child with perfectly smooth
consumption would require an increase in mean consumption of approximately 3% to compensate for a 10% increase in the intra-annual standard deviation of consumption to leave
his height unchanged in expectation.
Identification for this problem is not straightforward. There are two main challenges.
The first stems from our focus on intra-annual variability – on the second moment of the
seasonal, cyclical part of the consumption path. As we discuss in Section 4, it is very
difficult to think of an experiment, natural or otherwise, that generates sustained impacts
on the second moment of the seasonal consumption path without also impacting the first.
Those experiments that we can imagine would be highly stylized and have little external
validity. Thus, there is no exogenous force that allows us to fully separate the effect of
changes in the seasonality of household consumption from changes in the average level of
household consumption. To accommodate this, we control for the level (mean consumption)
in all specifications, and interpret the magnitude of the seasonality coefficient in relation to
that of the level coefficient.
The second, related identification challenge stems from how we interpret the “effect”
of seasonality on human capital development. The household consumption path is the outcome of a sequence of choices over which the household has partial control. Thus, our central
question can be described as an examination of how household choices in one time period
impact future outcomes for the younger members. Absent an instrument for the variability
of the consumption path, such a test would clearly be susceptible to omitted variable bias.
To deal with this, we build a model of household consumption on each day of the year (from
1, . . . , 365) as a function of observable characteristics and the interview date. The identification of this model is based on the quasi-random assignment of households to interview dates
during the 4 high-frequency consumption survey rounds in the early 1990s. We then predict daily consumption for every household as a function of observable characteristics, and
8

estimate the mean and standard deviation of the predicted consumption path. By construction, household unobservables cannot influence these estimates of the level and seasonality
of consumption, other than through their correlation with observables.
We have tried, and failed, to think of an exogenous shock that could affect the seasonality of consumption without also affecting the mean. The cost of this is that identification
comes in part from the shape of the consumption function. It is helpful that the aggregate
consumption profile suggest a very clear sinusoidal shape.
We show that the above method generates consistent results regardless of the functional form used to model consumption. We further demonstrate robustness by showing
that the model does not heavily depend on any single variable (with the possible exception
of wealth, which is not surprising). We are, in effect, predicting the consumption path of
a child’s household using the information about the consumption of other households with
similar characteristics that were randomly observed on different dates. Inference from this
approach is not as clean as inference from exogenous variation in seasonality, were it possible
to generate such variation. But given the fundamental challenges to identification for this
question, we argue that the approach here is the best feasible alternative. It is reassuring that
our results are similar across specifications, including even a naive, baseline model in which
we ignore small sample and omitted variable biases and calculate the household-specific mean
and standard deviation of consumption from the four surveys in the early 1990s.
How do our findings advance the literature? Most research on the link between childhood nutrition and later life outcomes deals with changes in the level of consumption or brief
major shocks to consumption, not the seasonal component.3 To our knowledge there are no
previous tests of the link between the systematic, seasonal component of consumption during
childhood and long-run human capital outcomes. And while there are clear theoretical reasons to expect such a link, there are also reasons to doubt that it would be important enough
to be detectable. Besides attempting to smooth consumption, households can mitigate the
effects of seasonal deprivation by reducing the energy output of children, or by dividing food
among household members in a way that preserves children’s nutrient intake during critical
3

This literature is too large for us to cite or summarize here. See Victora et al. (2008), Bleakley (2010),
and Currie and Almond (2011) for recent overviews.
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development periods (Golden, 1994; Shetty, 1999). Also, there is evidence of substantial, if
not complete, catch-up growth by children who experience improvements in consumption,
especially during critical growth periods (Proos, Hofvander and Tuvemo, 1991; Currie and
Almond, 2011; Fink and Rockers, 2014). Given that some catch-up is possible, and that our
estimates are based on a 28-month snapshot of youth rather than an examination of consumption fluctuations throughout childhood and adolescence, it is in some ways remarkable
that we observe any link. For these reasons, our findings are likely to underestimate the
true effects of consumption seasonality on human capital. One explanation for the persistence of these effects is that unlike the shocks most studied in the literature, seasonality is a
chronic condition affecting agricultural households year after year, meaning that the effects
of variability can not be mitigated by a return to less adverse conditions.
These results have important implications for the design of consumption support
policies, strategies for measuring poverty, and conceptualizing the relationship between consumption smoothing and human capital development. If the relationship between seasonal
variability and adverse outcomes is causal, these results suggest that interventions targeted
at supporting lean season consumption will be more effective than those that offer fixed
benefits throughout the year. Viewed alternatively, a program with a fixed budget that
shifts some of its welfare investments to lean seasons would see an additional multiplier on
human capital with no increase in cost. Even if the link between variability and outcomes
not wholly causal, these relationships uncover a previously under-appreciated risk factor
that usually escapes typical poverty measurement. Our results suggest that the failure to
collect repeated intra-annual consumption measures and identify households with variable
consumption can cause two households with very different expected long-term development
outcomes to be identically classified by typical poverty metrics. Though poverty measures
which penalize variability have been proposed, the justification for them generally relies on
the welfare consequences of risk aversion (Ligon and Schechter, 2003). Our results suggest
that the welfare costs of variability are physical and social in addition to psychological.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 3 describes the data source and
construction of variables. In Section 2 we outline a simple model that relates consumption
seasonality to human capital development. Section 4 explains the identification and estima10

tion procedure. In Section 5 we provide our empirical results, which are then discussed in
Section 7. Section 8 concludes.

2

Seasonal consumption and child development

Prior work has established the theoretical basis for a link between nutritional inputs during
childhood and the accumulation of height and cognitive ability Cunha and Heckman (2007);
Foster (1995). Rather than replicate that theory here, we use this section to establish
three conceptual points that motivate the empirics. First, we describe the potential role for
seasonality in the health production function. Second, we consider reasons why households
may not fully smooth consumption in order to maximize child development. Finally, we
characterize the connections between consumption seasonality and our outcomes – height,
and educational attainment – taking into account the critical developmental periods for each.
We begin not with a choice model, but with a simple model of the development human
capital outcome, H. Let nutritional inputs during childhood be represented as a sequence
of consumption realizations, {ct }Tt=1 . It is well established that up to a point, the human
capital outcomes under consideration in this paper are increasing in c, the mean of {ct }.
Let the standard deviation of {ct }, denoted s, characterize the seasonality of the sequence.
Non-seasonal variation also influences the standard deviation, but this is an issue we address
in Section 4. For the moment, allow s to indicate the consistent, seasonal fluctuation.
Consider two children whose consumption sequences have the same value of c, but
different degrees of seasonality. For this difference to matter, H must be the product of a nonP
linear growth process that takes {ct } as inputs. For example, suppose that H = Tt=1 g(ct ).
If g is linear, then a child who consumes F units of food in period 1 and 0 units in every
other period will achieve the same level of H as a child who consumes

F
T

in each period. This

process is characterized by the potential perfect catch-up growth since a deficit experienced
in any period can be perfectly offset by compensation in another period. This would be a
very strict version of catchup growth because the amount of nutrients needed to offset the
shock is exactly equivalent to the quantity of nutrients forgone.
Many plausible developmental processes imply that perfect catch-up growth is im11

possible. If seasonality is the recurrence of periods with higher and lower consumption
(“harvest” and “lean” periods), then the negative effects of seasonality on child development
would stem either from the direct impact of a fluctuating diet, or from the accumulation
of deficits incurred during the periods of lower consumption that are at best only partially
offset by corresponding periods of relative plenty. For example, if g exhibits diminishing
marginal returns, then H is maximized when ct =

F
T

for all periods. In this case, a person

who divides food evenly across periods would be better off than a person who consumes
a higher proportion of their food in one period than another, since the extra food in the
harvest period does not fully compensate for the deficit in the lean period.4
The degree to which seasonality matters is related to the length of the time periods
T . Over very short periods, varying consumption of food is obviously not harmful as when
reallocating food from one meal to another within a day is unlikely to lead to adverse effects.
Over the very long term, it is well known that dietary needs change overtime, so that an
individual consuming fewer calories in childhood will not be worse off than if she consumed
equal calories throughout her life. In our paper, we consider variability a year, which is
likely long enough for deficits to become permanent, but short enough that it is unlikely for
growth processes to be changing within an individual within the period.
If choosing a variable consumption path causes insults to eventual human capital
development that could be avoided by consumption smoothing, the question arises of why
households would not choose smooth consumption paths in order to avoid the consequences.
There are many reasons why variable consumption paths could emerge. Foster (1995) describes they hypothesis that even if households directly optimize consumption for child
growth, credit constraints can cause fluctuations in nutritional status as observed by height
and weight. If households are not able to borrow in lean periods or save cash and food in
harvest periods, they may not be able to fully smooth. It is also possible that households
do not optimize their consumption to maximize height, but rather to maximize utility from
4

Diminishing marginal returns within set periods is not the only mechanism through which seasonality
impacts outcomes. Another example arises through the concept of dynamic complementarity discussed by
(Cunha and Heckman, 2007). Under dynamic complementarity, investments in one period affect the return to
investments in another. In that framework, deficits in one period lower the effective return to compensatory
investments in a later period, which means that make-up nutrients do not allow a person to catch up from
earlier deficits.
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consumption, which only imperfectly approximates the consequences for health from a given
consumption path. For example, if the rate of diminishing returns to utility from calorie
consumption for adults differs from the rate of diminishing marginal returns to height from
calories consumed by children, and adults determine household food allocations, households
may under-smooth relative to allocations that would most buffer children from nutritional
insults. This type of mis-allocation becomes even more plausible if households do not fully
understand the relationship between nutrient intake and human capital, which is likely to
be the case given that this relationship is apparent only over very long time periods. Cultural practices such as festivals following harvest periods could also influence households to
consume more when food prices are low and less in lean seasons when prices are high.
We focus on two dimensions of human capital accumulation: height, and educational
attainment. We chose these outcomes because both are potentially accumulated throughout
the first 20 years of life (even slightly longer, in the case of height). If there are cumulative
deficits from exposure to seasonal reductions in consumption during youth, we expect to
observe them in these characteristics before most others. These measures are also the product
of related but different processes. Height is mostly accumulated during the early years of life
and during the adolescent growth spurt, which can be delayed by undernutrition (Martorell,
1995). Education is a product of both biological and behavioral processes which requires
steady year-to-year investment.
In terms of the brief conceptual framework above, differences in human capital production functions for different types of human capital (height vs.education) can emerge in
differences in the function g(ct ) over time. Critical periods can be thought of as periods where
the production function for a given outcome is particularly convex over the period. Choosing
a variable consumption path in such a period rather than a fixed one with the same average
consumption would cause a deficit that could only be recovered with additional supplementation later or not at all depending on the nature of the convexity. Evidence that insults in
utero and during infancy are especially likely to persist for height suggests that convexities
in the height production function are most apparent during this period. On the other hand
if the marginal return to a year of education falls year-to-year while the opportunity cost
of foregone wages rises, the most convex periods of the education production function may
13

be in later years. We will test whether variability influences outcomes according to this
intuition by separating the estimated effects by age of exposure to measured variability.

3

Data

The data for this project are from the Kagera Health and Development Survey (KHDS).
The KHDS was arose through three survey efforts to assemble a panel data set spanning
nearly 20 years. The first survey, KHDS 1, consists of four rounds collected in 1991-1994
from households in the Kagera region of northwest Tanzania. The survey team worked continuously, spacing household interviews by roughly six months. The sample included 6,353
individuals in 915 households, with 759 households interviewed in all four rounds.5 The
survey included modules covering demographics, consumption, health, child anthropometry, agriculture, time use, labor supply, shocks, credit, and other topics common to Living
Standards Measurement Surveys (LSMS).
Follow-up surveys with KHDS 1 respondents were conducted in 2004 (KHDS 2) and
2010 (KHDS 3). The survey team interviewed the initial respondents, their new family
members, and any outmigrants or split-off households. In 2004, researchers re-interviewed
at least one person from 713 of the 759 households that had completed all 4 waves in KHDS
1, for a panel re-survey rate of 94%. In 2010, the team interviewed someone from 706 of
the initial 759 households (93%). At the individual level, the re-interview rates among the
non-deceased were 82% in 2004 and 85% in 2010. The remarkably low attrition rate for
a long term sample in this setting is attributable to the team’s extensive efforts to track
respondents, including those who had moved to other parts of Tanzania or to neighboring
countries.
We use consumption measures and household characteristics from KHDS 1 to estimate
the level and the seasonal fluctuation in food intake during childhood (see next section
for details). The KHDS 1 consumption module is of the “representative consumption”
5

In the first round, 840 households were surveyed, with 81 of these not appearing in the last round,
the vast majority of which had moved outside the study area. Seventy-five households were selected as
replacements for the 81 who dropped out, leading to 915 total unique households included across rounds.
Twenty-three out of 759 households interviewed in all four rounds did not complete the full food consumption
and expenditure modules in all 4 rounds.
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format. For a wide range of food goods, respondents were asked whether household members
consumed the good during each month of the year. They were then asked to indicate the
number of times each good was consumed per non-zero month, and to estimate the market
value (for home produced goods) or expenditure (for purchased goods) for a typical instance
of consumption. Respondents were able to give separate answers for consumption during
the rainy and dry seasons, with the seasons defined by the respondent. In the first round
of KHDS 1 respondents were asked to consider consumption over the previous 12 months.
Rounds 2-4 of KHDS 1 used a 6-month recall period.
This way of collecting consumption data is no longer standard, in part because of the
significant measurement error associated with 6–12 month recall periods. To minimize the
effects of recall bias, we use only the consumption data relevant for the month preceding
the interview. That is, for interviews conducted on or after the 15th day of the month we
use the consumption response relevant for that month; for interviews on days 1-14 we use
the consumption response relevant for the previous month. The assumption underlying this
approach is that the most recent month is the most salient, and therefore the most likely
to influence the response. In choosing whether to use the dry or rainy season response to
characterize the most recent month, we use the village-level modal response to questions
about the rainy season.6 We then calculate the daily total food expenditure of household i,
on item j, interviewed in month m as: cijm =

f requencyijm ∗expenditureijm
,
daysm

where f requency is

the number of times per month that the household consumes that item, expenditure is the
typical expenditure per consumption instance, and days is the number of days in the month.
We deflate expenditure using a Laspeyres price index that takes account of both spatial and
inter-temporal price variation (see De Weerdt et al. (2012) for details).
Figure 3 shows the histogram of KHDS 1 survey dates (lower panel) and a local
polynomial regression of observed daily consumption on the interview day (upper panel).
In the lower panel the broad temporal coverage of the survey is clear. The survey team
worked continuously during the study. Although this is not reflected in the figure, the team
also distributed its work evenly across districts, so that survey timing and location do not
6

It makes little difference whether we use the household-specific response or the village-level mode, as
they are closely aligned.
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Figure 1: Histogram of survey dates and time path of daily consumption estimates.
Source: Authors’ calculations from KHDS 1 data.

co-vary. In the upper panel the seasonality of consumption is clear. Average consumption
rises gradually after harvest in August and September, peaks in January, and drops off
significantly through the early months of the year. In real terms, peak consumption is
greater in the first full survey year than in the second. The trough is roughly the same
across years. In the aggregate it is clear both that consumption follows an annual cycle, and
that there are other factors that influence the level and variability of consumption during
any given year.
The key outcome variables for this paper are the height and educational attainment in
2010 of respondents who were children during KHDS 1. Following the theoretical motivation
of the previous section, which highlights the possible effects of consumption interruptions
on development at various stages during childhood, we include in the estimation sample all
participants who were aged -1 (in utero) to 18 in 1991. Of a possible 3,354 children who are
recorded as below 1 years old from 1991, 2,379 (63.87%) were tracked and re-interviewed
in 2010
7

7

(in Section 7 we discuss attrition). Whereas anthropometry measures in KHDS 1

In the 2010 sample, 2,491 individuals from the tracked sample report an age that would make them less
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were only collected for children, the height and weight of all previously interviewed household
members were surveyed in 2010.
In Table 1 we report summary statistics for the sample individuals in 2010 and their
childhood households from 1991-1994. This is a largely agricultural population with fairly
low levels of education and human in the 1991-1994 period. Comparing those identified in
2010, the located sample is balanced in terms of gender and has surprised the head’s of
their former households and their parents by 2-3 years of education on average, likely due to
general increases in educational attainment in this period.

than 17 years old in 1991 and can be matched to a KHDS 1 household id. We use this full sample for our
main estimation equations.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics from KHDS 1 and KHDS 3
Variable

Mean

Standard
deviation

Household characteristics in 1991-1994, pooled
Head is male (=1)
Head age (years)
Head education (years)
Head can read (=1)
Head basic math (=1)
Asset index
Acres owned
Value of agricultural capital (TZS)
Has non-farm business (=1)
Tropical livestock units
Household size, number
Household size, adult equivalents
Muslim (=1)
Catholic (=1)
Christian (=1)
Haya ethnicity (=1)
Hangaza ethnicity (=1)
Speaks Swahili (=1)

0.72
49.46
4.07
0.72
0.72
-0.01
5.02
5928.01
0.40
1.45
6.81
4.66
0.12
0.60
0.24
0.63
0.13
0.91

0.45
16.96
3.20
0.45
0.45
0.97
27.64
67034.83
0.49
7.29
3.53
2.45
0.32
0.49
0.43
0.48
0.33
0.29

Individual–level variables in 2010
Age group 1 (18–22 in 2010; -1–3 in 1991)
Age group 2 (23–26 in 2010; 4–7 in 1991)
Age group 3 (27–31 in 2010; 8–12 in 1991)
Age group 4 (32–36 in 2010; 13–17 in 1991)
Height (cm)
Gender
Height (cm) - age group 1
Height (cm) - age group 2
Height (cm) - age group 3
Height (cm) - age group 4
Education (years)
Education (years) - age group 1
Education (years) - age group 2
Education (years) - age group 3
Education (years) - age group 4
Father’s Education (years)
Mother’s Education (years)
N

0.24
0.20
0.27
0.26
162.7
1.5
161.6
161.9
163.3
163.4
7.6
8.1
7.8
7.3
7.3
5.3
4.1
2492

0.43
0.40
0.44
0.44
8.2
0.5
8.3
7.9
8.3
8.2
2.9
3.0
3.4
2.9
2.4
3.0
3.2

Median

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
162.4
2.0
161.3
161.5
163.0
163.2
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
7.0
5.0
4.0

Notes: Tropical livestock units is the numerical sum of number of cattle, sheep, and goats, where sheep and
goats are scaled to equal 1 cow. Adult equivalent units are the sum of household members where members
have the following weights: 1-age 15 to 50, .7-age 5 to 14 or 50+, .5-age 5 or below. Statistics from 1991-1994
(KHDS1, top panel) are limited to only to households who were interviewed in all four rounds of KHDS 1,
with characteristics reported for the household’s first interview. Statistics from 2010 (KHDS3, bottom panel
include only individuals who have ids matching them18to a KHDS 1 household, the sample used to estimate
the main equations.

4

Identification and estimation

To test the hypothesis that consumption seasonality negatively impacts child development,
we estimate regressions of the following form:

Outcome2010
= α + β1 m̂h + β2 ŝh + γXih + δ + ih
ih

(1)

where Outcome2010
is the outcome of interest in 2010 – height, or years of education – for an
ih
adult i who was a child in household h during KHDS 1; m̂h and ŝh are estimates of the level
and seasonality of the annual consumption profile of household h; Xih is a vector of control
variables; and δ is a vector of location fixed effects. We expect to find β1 > 0, because higher
average consumption is generally associated with better outcomes in an undernourished
population. To test whether seasonality reduces human capital, conditional on the mean
level of consumption, we test whether β2 is negative. In some specifications we include age
group effects and interactions of age groups with the consumption statistics, to test the
hypotheses that the effects of seasonality will vary with age.
The key empirical challenge in this paper relates to the identification and estimation
of m̂h and ŝh . The simplest way to estimate these statistics would be to directly calculate
the mean and standard deviation of the four observations of consumption in KHDS 1. This
is feasible bcause surveys are spaced 4-8 months apart, so we observe within-household
variation in the timing of the consumption surveys. This approach has the attractive feature
of requiring no modeling assumptions. However, with only four data points per household,
sampling error is a significant concern. Furthermore, the standard deviation of consumption
includes both the seasonal variation, which is our primary interest, and the idiosyncratic
deviations that stem from shocks or temporary innovations. To interpret all intra-annual
variation as “seasonality” would be to overestimate the seasonal component. We will report
results based on the direct approach, for comparison purposes, but this will not be our
preferred specification.
Instead, we estimate a structural model of daily consumption based on observable
household characteristics. We then use the model to generate predicted consumption statistics at the household level. Before explaining the estimation procedure, we discuss what we
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view as the fundamental challenge to identification for the main question in this paper, and
why we think our approach is informative.

4.1

Central challenge to inference

The ideal way to measure the impact of seasonality on human capital outcomes would be
to exogenously vary the timing of consumption without changing the total annual level. For
external validity, it would help if the seasonal fluctuations were partly stochastic, to reflect
the uncertainty in food prices, agricultural output, and health shocks that underlies the
consumption smoothing problem faced by households in developing countries.
We have thought about various ways to generate exogenous variation in seasonality.
In this subsection we consider a number of methods, and conclude that none is likely to
precisely identify the effect of interest in an externally valid manner. This is not to argue
that exogenous variation in consumption would not be useful for identification, only that it
is unlikely to be implementable in a realistic way for this question. In some circumstances
exogenous shocks to consumption could make it more difficult to identify the seasonality
effect. The key challenge is that our interest is in a statistic related to the second moment
of consumption, but the outcomes are also affected by the first moment of consumption.
Consider first a hypothetical laboratory setting in which we could control consumption precisely and assign households to 2x2 factorial subgroups with {High, Low} mean
consumption and {High, Low} seasonality of consumption. To replicate the uncertainty facing households in Tanzania, the design could include a stochastic shock to consumption. It
is not clear that this would ever work. To reproduce the chronic seasonality facing children
in developing countries, the experiment would have to be run for many months, if not years.
Also, the ethical barriers to a food restriction study of this nature make it highly unlikely
that it would be run on children.
One feasible experiment outside the lab would be to randomly assign a treated group
of households to receive counter-cyclical consumption support at key times of year. This
would exogenously reduce seasonality for the treated group. However, this treatment increases the mean value of annual consumption while reducing the seasonality. Inference
would be informative for the joint effects of these two treatments, not for the effect of lower
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seasonality in isolation.
A related alternative would be to provide all participating households with the same
level of food transfers, but give one group seasonally varying levels of transfers and the other
group the same transfer in every period. This would raise mean consumption in both groups,
removing the simultaneity of the previous design. However, the relevant population would
be the universe of households that receive regular consumption support. Again, while this
is not uninteresting, it is unlikely to give unbiased estimates of the effects of seasonality on
child development in settings without programmatic consumption support. If seasonality is
most harmful for undernourished populations, then any transfer large enough to simulate the
seasonality would also eliminate the possibility of finding the effect. It is even possible that
the relative effects of seasonality would be diluted by the transfers, if households differentially
smooth consumption in response to treatment assignment.
A final option would be to implement the previous design on a population that has
already been receiving exogenous transfers through a food aid program. The treatment would
involve experimentally varying the seasonality of transfer delivery without changing the total
annual level. While this is subject to the same problems as the previous design, it has the
slight advantage that households would have settled into an equilibrium that accounts for
the consistent support. Nevertheless, inference would not be relevant for populations that
are not already participating in food assistance programs and that may as a consequence
take a different approach to consumption smoothing. Adjusting fixed transfers to increase
variability would not be an ethical treatment to assign.
These hypothetical design options suffer from two additional implementation challenges. The first is that the managers of existing food aid programs are unlikely to vary the
seasonality of transfers provided to households in an unpredictable manner. Participants
would be informed of the consumption paths associated with deterministic treatment arms
prior to enrolling in the experiment, which represents a substantial reduction in uncertainty
relative to real life. Second, and perhaps most importantly, to learn about long-run impacts
from these exercises we would need to wait a couple of decades.
We raise these points not to dismiss experimentation as a way to learn in this area.
Clearly if these designs had been implemented in the past it would be worthwhile to study
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their long term impacts on human capital accumulation. Our concern is that even with
randomized assignment, there is no way to overcome the challenge to identification that
stems from our interest in the second moment of consumption. For the same reason, it is
difficult to think of an instrument or a natural experiment that would exogenously vary the
seasonal component of consumption without also affecting the mean. Inference about this
problem does not appear to be possible without a model or a set of empirical controls for
non-experimental variation in mean consumption.
A different challenge, related more to interpretation than identification, stems from
the conceptualization of seasonality as a treatment. Households are not assigned a consumption path; they choose it, at least in part. And while food consumption might be exogenous
from the child’s perspective, it is possible that parents who exhibit a strong preference for
consumption smoothing differ in important ways from parents who do not. In the next subsection we outline an approach to identification that attempts to address both of the issues
raised in this subsection.

4.2

Predicting daily consumption

To estimate m̂h and ŝh in a manner that is not biased by unobserved household characteristics, and that isolates the seasonal variation in consumption from that due to stochastic
shocks, we estimate a structural model of daily consumption using the KHDS 1 data. The
model is based on a flexibly specified sine function that reflects the seasonality in the aggregate consumption path shown in Figure 3. The approach is not unlike that of a spectral
filter, and is similar to an exercise in Ardnt, Barslund and Sulemane (2006).
Let Zh represent a vector of household characteristics and location effects in KHDS
1. Let d ∈ {1, . . . , 365} indicate the day of the year on which a survey took place. Day 1, the
reference date, is chosen to be some day during a period of increasing average consumption.
Let c(1, Zh ) be consumption on day 1, which we refer to as reference consumption. A simple
sine representation of daily consumption would, by construction, predict consumption to
be above reference level for the first 182.5 days. We relax that assumption by including
a parameter τ for the day on which consumption returns to reference level. This allows
the data, rather than the functional form, to divide the calendar year into periods when
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consumption is above/below its reference value. Formally, τ is the next day after day 1 such
that c(τ, Zh ) = c(1, Zh ). Because consumption is cyclic and is increasing on day 1, it must
be decreasing on day τ .
Consider the following model of daily consumption:

  



πd
d−τ
c(d, X) = ν + γZh + α sin
I[d ≤ τ ] + sin π + π
I[d > τ ] + 
τ
365 − τ

(2)

The first term, ν + γZh , gives reference consumption as a function of household characteristics. The term in brackets provides an adjustment for the day of the year, using the shape
of the sine function to enforce a consumption cycle. The degree of seasonality is represented
by α, the amplitude of the consumption cycle. The case of perfect consumption smoothing
is included as α = 0. To let household characteristics affect both the level and amplitude of
consumption, we modify (2) to allow α = βZh + ρ, where ρ is a statistical error term. The
model becomes:


c(d, Zh ) = ν + γZh + (βZh + ρ) sin
= ν + γX + βZh w(d, τ ) + ˜



πd
τ






d−τ
I[d ≤ τ ] + sin π + π
I[d > τ ] + 
365 − τ
(3)

which is similar to weighted least squares, conditional on d and on a value of τ . We use
maximum likelihood to estimate the parameters ν, γ, β, and τ . The variables in Zh are
those shown in the upper panel of Table 1, with the addition of district effects. Estimation
of (3) is feasible without the use of an exclusion restriction, because the quasi-random
assignment of households to interview dates ensures that the characteristics in Zh do not
co-move with d. Quasi-random assignment is not technically necessary for identification,
though it is useful for power, as it ensures adequate representation of the variation in the
Zh variables throughout the year. The reliability of the model for prediction is further aided
by the relative homogeneity of the sample: all households are from a single region, with one
dominant ethnic group and a standardized set of staple foods.
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With an estimate in hand of the parameter vector, we predict daily consumption
ĉ(d, Zh ) for each household on each day of the year during a study period d = 1, . . . , D.
For this step we set D = 730, to give equal weight to all days in a full 2-year cycle. This
requires a value for Zh on every day. To smoothly accommodate inter-temporal variation in
Zh , we interpolate to non-interview days using the weighted average of the variables from the
nearest surveys before and after each date d. We then scale ĉ(d, Zh ) to per-adult-equivalent
terms by dividing by the number of adult equivalents on date d.
Finally, after predicting two years of daily consumption at the household level, we
estimate the level and variability of consumption using the mean and standard deviation of
the predicted consumption sequence:
D

m̂h
ŝh

1 X
=
ĉ(d, Zh )
D d=1
D r
X
1
(ĉ(d, Zh ) − m̂h )2
=
D
d=1

This approach to estimation has a number of attractive features. The model is parsimonious
while remaining true to the aggregate cycle shown in Figure 3. All observations contribute to
the estimation of all parameters. Regular spacing of household interviews is useful for power
across the support of Zh and across dates. Perhaps most importantly, by predicting consumption on every day of the year and then calculating statistics from the predicted values,
the estimated moments are conditionally independent of unobservable household characteristics. That is, by construction, unobservables can only influence the estimated moments
through their correlation with elements of X. That is not problematic, because in this stage
we are interested only in prediction, not in unbiased estimation of the parameters in (3). Furthermore, the estimate of ŝh from this approach captures only the inter-temporal variation
due to seasonality, not that due to idiosyncratic deviations from predicted consumption.
We argued in the previous subsection that because there are no instruments for consumption seasonality that do not also affect consumption levels, identification would depend
in part on a structural assumption. Given that, the approach described here may be the
best way to address the main question in this paper. In Section 6 we check the robustness of
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the procedure by re-estimating all equations after dropping each variable in turn from Zh .

5

Results

In this section we present two sets of results. In the first subsection we briefly present the
estimates of model (3) and the associated estimates of the mean and standard deviation
of consumption.8 We then present estimates of equation (1), showing the effect of variable
consumption on long-run human capital accumulation.

5.1

Predicting consumption

The complete estimates of the parameter vector for equation (2) are provided in the online
appendix. To demonstrate the search process for one key parameter, Figure 2 plots the log
likelihood against the 365 possible choices of τ . The likelihood is a smooth function of τ ,
and is maximized at τ̂ = 151. Because we reset the start date of the annual cycle to a point
in late November, this indicates that consumption falls back to its reference level toward the
end of April, and remains below reference for 214 days.

Figure 2: Log likelihood of model (3) against possible values of tau
Source: Authors’ calculations from KHDS 1 data.

Figure 3 shows an example of observed consumption and the predicted consumption
path for two households, using the procedure of the previous section. The ×s and dots show
8

The coefficients on specific variables in the prediction are included in the appendix in Table A1.
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consumption value as measured by the survey for two sample households; the lines show
projected daily consumption. The ×s are associated with the dashed line, the dots with
the solid line. It is not problematic that the predictions do not pass directly through the
observed values. The residual variation represents idiosyncratic deviations from the seasonal
trends. In this case it is clear that the statistics of the predicted model will be similar to
those from estimates based only on observed consumption values. The dots have a lower
mean and a lower degree of inter-temporal variation than the ×s, and these orderings are
preserved in the predicted models. This need not always be true – these two households
were not purposively selected – but the patterns depicted here are similar to those for other

0

Predicted daily consumption
(TZS Per Adult Equivalent)
200
400
600

800

households.

Jan92

Jul92

Jan93
Interview date

Jul93

Jan94

Figure 3: Projected and measured food expenditure
Source: Authors’ calculations from KHDS 1 data. ×s and dots
show expenditure measured by the survey for two sample households; the lines show projected daily consumption. The ×s are
associated with the dashed line, the dots with the solid line.

How do the estimates of m̂h and ŝh from (3) compare to observed consumption? On
average, the observed within-household mean and standard deviation of daily consumption
per adult equivalent are 121.8 TZS and 62.1 TZS, respectively. The average estimates based
on predicted consumption are 121.2 TZS and 23.7 TZS. The close match of mean consump26

tion is reassuring. We expected ŝh to be lower than the raw standard deviation, because the
latter includes idiosyncratic variation in addition to seasonal variation. Limiting attention
to the four days per household on which consumption is both observed and predicted, the
correlation coefficient between the two measures is 0.60. Seasonality is a strong driver of
intra-annual consumption volatility, but the consumption model purges our estimates of additional variation due to non-seasonal factors. One interpretation of the model comparison is
that the predicted seasonal variation based on observables accounts for approximately 36%
of the total variation in household per adult equivalent food expenditure on days in which
observed and predicted comparison are both available, while the rest is likely driven by unobservables, idiosyncratic shocks, and measurement error. Prior to our paper, the literature
on nutrition and on human capital development have focused on level changes in the average
food consumption or on drivers of the 64% of variation not explained by our prediction such
as shocks.

5.2

Impact estimates in 2010

We now turn to the main results of interest, our estimates of equation (1).
Table 2 shows the results of estimating the relationship between mean and standard
deviation of consumption using the simple method. Increasing mean consumption by 10%
is associated with a .1% increase in height or a 1.4-1.6% increase in years of educational
attainment. By contrast, increasing the standard deviation by 10% is associated with a
.07% reduction in height or a .7-.8% reduction in years of educational attainment.
Table 3 separates the effect of the m̂ and ŝ measures computed via the simple method
by age. Using this measure, seasonality appears to influence height throughout childhood
following infancy, but the effects of seasonality on educational attainment are statistically
differentiable from zero only for seasonality measured in infancy, a critical period of cognitive
development and for ages 8-17, when children are likely subject to key investments that
determine whether they stay in school beyond the median 7 years for this group.
Table 4 shows the result of estimating the relationship between mean and standard
deviation of consumption where mean and standard deviation are now computed from the
prediction consumption paths. Increasing mean consumption by 10% is associated with
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Table 2: Human capital regressions using observed consumption statistics
Dependent variable:
Log of m̂
Log of ŝ
Male (=1)
Age (years)

Log height
(1)
0.010***
(0.003)
-0.007***
(0.002)
0.059***
(0.002)
0.001***
(0.000)

Father’s education (years)
Mother’s education (years)
Observations
R-squared

2240
0.37

Log height
(2)
0.012***
(0.003)
-0.008***
(0.002)
0.060***
(0.002)
0.001***
(0.000)
0.001**
(0.000)
0.000
(0.000)
1951
0.38

Log years educ
(3)
0.163***
(0.040)
-0.066***
(0.023)
0.017
(0.019)
-0.006***
(0.002)

2250
0.04

Log years educ
(4)
0.143***
(0.037)
-0.075***
(0.022)
0.013
(0.020)
-0.001
(0.002)
0.024***
(0.004)
0.011***
(0.004)
1944
0.09

Notes: m and s are the household mean and standard deviation of consumption during 1991-1993; all
regressions include district fixed effects; standard errors clustered at the level of the 1991-1993 household;
***sig. at 1%, **sig. at 5%, *sig. at 10%.

a .21% increase in height or a 3.2-4.4% increase in years of educational attainment. By
contrast, increasing the standard deviation by 10% is associated with a .06-.07% reduction
in height or a .09-1.3% reduction in years of educational attainment.
Estimates obtained through the two methods are strikingly concordant, suggesting
that the relationship between variability and outcomes is robust method used to estimate it.
Table 5 shows the results for the predicted consumption paths separated by age. Here,
where the measurement error in the raw statistics is more likely to affect the sample split
more finally is swept out, a more striking pattern emerges. The effect of variability is largest
and closest to significantly different from zero on height for infants and in utero kids, when
the bulk of growth programming occurs. For education, the effect of seasonality is most
significant for the kids age 13-17, when the highest rates of drop-out occur.
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6

Robustness

A key assumption in assessing the relationship between variability of consumption and longterm outcomes is that households who are exposed to greater variability in consumption do
not have differential likelihood of appearing in the long-run (2010) sample. Table 6 shows
simple t-tests of mean values of 1991-1994 characteristics by follow-up status in 2010 to
assess whether attrition is associated with the household characteristics used to generate
the measures of variability employed in the paper. Several characteristics of the households
that were assessed in 1991-1994 are statistically significantly related to the probability of
appearing in the 2010 sample. The general pattern seems to be that individuals from larger
households with more educated household heads and who own more land and livestock are
more likely to appear in the follow-up. This is likely because households with more land are
less likely to move and are therefore easier to find in a long term follow-up. To the extent
that these households have less variability in consumption and better outcomes, our results
may understate the true association between consumption variability and human capital
outcomes in the population.
One alternative to the interpretation that seasonality causally harms human capital
development is that the covariates which best predict the consumption path in the sine
model are proxying for unobservables that are correlated with adverse outcomes. To assess
whether the results are sensitive to any particular covariate, we replicate the process dropping
on variable at a time from the vector of characteristics used to predict consumption, the
Zh in equation (3). Figures 4 and 5 present the coefficients and confidence intervals on
ŝ in regressions for long-term height and education respectively. The coefficients are not
sensitive to the inclusion of any particular control and remain significant at the 95% level for
all regressions for education and for everything but the wealth index and Muslim variables
for height.
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Table 3: Human capital regressions using observed consumption statistics, by age group
Dependent variable:
Log of m̂
Log of m̂ x Age group 2
Log of m̂ x Age group 3
Log of m̂ x Age group 4
Log of ŝ
Log of ŝ x Age group 2
Log of ŝ x Age group 3
Log of ŝ x Age group 4
Aged 4-7 in 1991 (group 2)
Aged 8-12 in 1991 (group 3)
Aged 13-17 in 1991 (group 4)
Male (=1)

Log height
(1)
0.004
(0.006)
0.017**
(0.008)
0.000
(0.007)
0.009
(0.008)
-0.006
(0.005)
-0.003
(0.005)
-0.000
(0.005)
-0.000
(0.005)
-0.061**
(0.029)
0.013
(0.025)
-0.029
(0.030)
0.059***
(0.002)

Log years educ
(3)
0.229***
(0.070)
-0.108
(0.108)
-0.041
(0.088)
-0.105
(0.083)
-0.099**
(0.044)
0.073
(0.062)
0.020
(0.053)
0.040
(0.050)
0.151
(0.364)
0.002
(0.296)
0.236
(0.283)
0.017
(0.019)

2240
0.37

Log height
(2)
0.008
(0.006)
0.009
(0.008)
-0.001
(0.008)
0.009
(0.009)
-0.008
(0.005)
0.001
(0.006)
-0.001
(0.006)
0.000
(0.006)
-0.036
(0.031)
0.022
(0.028)
-0.026
(0.034)
0.060***
(0.002)
0.001**
(0.000)
0.000
(0.000)
1951
0.38

2250
0.05

Log years educ
(4)
0.217***
(0.071)
-0.112
(0.107)
-0.042
(0.092)
-0.126
(0.081)
-0.097**
(0.046)
0.051
(0.057)
0.007
(0.055)
0.030
(0.053)
0.259
(0.393)
0.079
(0.314)
0.436
(0.285)
0.013
(0.020)
0.024***
(0.004)
0.011**
(0.004)
1944
0.09

0.00
0.36
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.05

0.01
0.18
0.01
0.05
0.00
0.03

0.20
0.00
0.02
0.62
0.02
0.04

0.25
0.01
0.05
0.31
0.01
0.02

Father’s education (years)
Mother’s education (years)
Observations
R-squared
p-values:
Net m̂ effect = 0, age group 2
Net m̂ effect = 0, age group 3
Net m̂ effect = 0, age group 4
Net ŝ effect = 0, age group 2
Net ŝ effect = 0, age group 3
Net ŝ effect = 0, age group 4

Notes: m and s are the household mean and standard deviation of consumption during 1991-1993; the
excluded age group is -1 to 3 years old in 1991; group 2 is age 4-7; group 3 is age 8-12; group 4 is age 13-17;
all regressions include district fixed effects; standard errors clustered at the level of the 1991-1993 household;
***sig. at 1%, **sig. at 5%, *sig. at 10%.
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Table 4: Human capital regressions using predicted consumption statistics
Dependent variable:
Log of m̂
Log of ŝ
Male (=1)
Age (years)

Log height
(1)
0.021*
(0.009)
-0.006*
(0.003)
0.060***
(0.001)
0.001***
(0.000)

Father’s education (years)
Mother’s education (years)
Observations
R-squared

2248
0.39

Log height
(2)
0.021**
(0.007)
-0.007*
(0.003)
0.061***
(0.001)
0.001***
(0.000)
0.001**
(0.000)
0.000
(0.001)
1961
0.40

Log years educ
(3)
0.441***
(0.089)
-0.132*
(0.058)
0.022
(0.017)
-0.006*
(0.003)

2267
0.06

Log years educ
(4)
0.327***
(0.073)
-0.091
(0.052)
0.018
(0.020)
-0.002
(0.002)
0.023**
(0.006)
0.011**
(0.004)
1962
0.09

Notes: m̂ and ŝ are the household mean and standard deviation of consumption during 1991-1993, as
predicted in equations (4) and (4); the excluded age group is -1 to 3 years old in 1991; all regressions include
district fixed effects; standard errors clustered at the level of the 1991-1993 household; ***sig. at 1%, **sig.
at 5%, *sig. at 10%.
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Table 5: Human capital regressions using predicted consumption statistics, by age group
Dependent variable:
Log of m̂
Log of m̂ x Age group 2
Log of m̂ x Age group 3
Log of m̂ x Age group 4
Log of ŝ
Log of ŝ x Age group 2
Log of ŝ x Age group 3
Log of ŝ x Age group 4
Aged 4-7 in 1991 (group 2)
Aged 8-12 in 1991 (group 3)
Aged 13-17 in 1991 (group 4)
Male (=1)

Log height
(1)
0.019*
(0.011)
0.011
(0.013)
-0.002
(0.013)
0.002
(0.013)
-0.008
(0.005)
-0.000
(0.006)
0.005
(0.006)
0.001
(0.006)
-0.042
(0.052)
0.010
(0.052)
0.002
(0.053)
0.060***
(0.002)

Log years educ
(3)
0.463***
(0.111)
-0.049
(0.202)
0.002
(0.153)
-0.044
(0.134)
-0.098*
(0.058)
-0.023
(0.076)
-0.051
(0.072)
-0.067
(0.066)
0.232
(0.845)
0.027
(0.595)
0.301
(0.510)
0.021
(0.019)

2248
0.39

Log height
(2)
0.017
(0.011)
0.009
(0.013)
0.000
(0.013)
0.008
(0.013)
-0.007
(0.005)
-0.001
(0.006)
0.004
(0.006)
-0.000
(0.006)
-0.031
(0.056)
0.004
(0.055)
-0.021
(0.055)
0.061***
(0.002)
0.001**
(0.000)
0.000
(0.000)
1961
0.40

2267
0.06

Log years educ
(4)
0.362***
(0.117)
-0.105
(0.217)
0.034
(0.166)
-0.081
(0.138)
-0.051
(0.059)
-0.047
(0.075)
-0.053
(0.078)
-0.071
(0.067)
0.573
(0.941)
-0.088
(0.645)
0.547
(0.534)
0.018
(0.020)
0.023***
(0.004)
0.011**
(0.004)
1962
0.10

0.00
0.07
0.02
0.12
0.57
0.15

0.02
0.08
0.01
0.12
0.49
0.14

0.02
0.00
0.00
0.05
0.02
0.00

0.20
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.13
0.01

Father’s education (years)
Mother’s education (years)
Observations
R-squared
p-values:
Net m̂ effect = 0, age group 2
Net m̂ effect = 0, age group 3
Net m̂ effect = 0, age group 4
Net ŝ effect = 0, age group 2
Net ŝ effect = 0, age group 3
Net ŝ effect = 0, age group 4

Notes: m̂ and ŝ are the household mean and standard deviation of consumption during 1991-1993, as
predicted in equations (4) and (4); the excluded age group is -1 to 3 years old in 1991; all regressions include
district fixed effects; standard errors clustered at the level of the 1991-1993 household; ***sig. at 1%, **sig.
at 5%, *sig. at 10%.
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Table 6: Tests for Differential Attrition

Variable
Ind. is male (=1)
Ind. age in years
Muslim (=1)
Catholic (=1)
Christian (=1)
Number of non-farm businesses
Value of agricultural capital (TZS)
Tropical livestock units
Acres cultivated last season
Head is male (=1)
Head age (years)
Head can read (=1)
Head can write (=1)
Head basic math (=1)
Head is literate
Household size, number
Household size, adult equivalents

Mean
(attritors)
1.50
8.95
0.13
0.57
0.27
0.36
1761.28
0.92
4.35
0.72
48.56
0.72
0.70
0.73
0.70
7.11
5.58

Mean
(nonattritors)
1.50
8.64
0.13
0.60
0.24
0.36
1682.44
2.11
5.62
0.76
48.46
0.77
0.75
0.75
0.75
8.07
6.28

Difference
-0.00
0.31
-0.00
-0.02
0.03
-0.00
78.84
-1.19
-1.27
-0.03
0.10
-0.05
-0.05
-0.03
-0.05
-0.96
-0.71

P-value
0.96
0.20
0.97
0.29
0.11
0.87
0.91
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.89
0.01
0.01
0.18
0.01
0.00
0.00

Notes: Includes all individuals who appeared in Wave 1 of age -1 to 18 years of the 1991-1994
surveys. Attritors are those individuals who do not appear in the 2010 surveys, while non-attritors
do appear. P-values are for the difference in mean value of characteristics of individuals and their
households in the 1991-1994 Wave 1 surveys.
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Discussion

It is possible to phrase the magnitudes of our results in terms of typical household expenditures. These results imply that, when evaluating percentage changes at the mean of height
and years of education, a household increasing its mean daily food expenditure by 10% would
be expected to attain an additional .3-.3 cm of height and .08-.3 years of education depending
on the model. To benchmark this, 10% of total household food expenditure is about 75%
of the mean expenditure on maize by households that purchase maize in the month when
maize is most frequently purchased.
Comparatively, a household increasing the standard deviation of its food expenditure
by 10% would see a reduction of .04-.09 cm of height and .04-.09 years of education. Since
standard deviation of consumption is slightly lower than the mean in this data, 10% of the
standard deviation of food expenditure is approximately 65% of the mean expenditure on
maize by households that purchase maize in the month when maize is most purchased. If
the variability effect is causal, these magnitudes suggest that a policy that could induce
a household with the most variable consumption path to shift 65% of what it spends on
maize from the peak season to the lean season would increase height by 30-50% and educational attainment by 25-30% of the effect we would see from increasing that households
food consumption by 75% of what it spends on maize but not changing the dynamics of its
consumption path.
One way to benchmark our effect sizes is to compare the magnitudes of effects estimated by our model against established results from RCTs of early childhood nutritional
supplementation. One of the best known of such trials is the INCAP nutritional supplementation trial, in which randomly treated households experienced 10% increases in caloric
intake and 40% increases in protein intake relative to control households (Islam and Hoddinott, 2009). Maluccio et al (2009) report that treatment status was associated with an
additional 1.2 years of final schooling attainment girls and 2.5 additional cm of height attainment at age 3 for all children. In comparison, we estimate that 10% higher mean food
expenditure is associated with .08-.3 additional years of education and .2-.3 cm of height
depending on specification, while a 10% increase in standard deviation of household food
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expenditure is associated with .04-.09 fewer years of educational attainment and .04-.09 cm
lower height.
The attenuation in our measured association between mean expenditure and final
human capital attainment relative to the INCAP RCT results could arise from two factors.
First, our results measure expenditure on food rather than actual calories or protein as
reported by Maluccio et al. To the extent that additional expenditure accounts for both
increased quantity of food intake as well as improvements in dietary quality not associated
with nutrition such as taste or convenience, we would expect increases in expenditure to
have lower impacts on height relative to proportional increases in actual nutritional intake.
Second, recalled expenditure in the KHDS data is likely to have greater measurement error
than dietary intake from nutrition supplementation surveys. If higher expenditure does
translate proportionally to higher intake of calories and protein but is measured with error,
this benchmarking suggests that our estimates could be substantially understating the true
effect of seasonality on human capital outcomes.
A causal relationship between intra-annual seasonality and long term human capital
outcomes would have significant implications for designing policy meant to support food
consumption. Because intra-annual variability appears to have an independent effect on
longterm outcomes from the mean, consumption support or subsidies for food purchases
would not ideally be distributed evenly throughout the year. If sources of variability include
credit constraints, lack of storage capacity, or myopia on behalf of households, then countercyclical interventions will have a larger effect on human capital than transfers of a fixed
size. Alternatively, if interventions that merely shift consumption in time are less costly
than interventions that increase overall consumption, seasonally targeted interventions may
be cost effective ways to combat poverty.
Without data from an experiment on counter-cyclical consumption support with longterm data, we cannot rule out that the connection between intra-annual variability and
long-term outcomes is non-causal. It is possible that households who are unable to smooth
consumption because of credit constraints or myopia are also not able to make critical investments in health or schooling that are unrelated to food expenditure, but are critical
for growth. In this case, we are still identifying a previously under-appreciated risk factor.
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Currently, poverty lines are most often set with reference to average food expenditure and
resources are targeted to those with the lowest average food consumption or lowest predicted
average food consumption. But our results suggest that the even conditional on average food
consumption, the most vulnerable populations are those whose consumption varies the most.
These are the households which should be most targeted for support, and poverty metrics
should include measures at multiple points in time, ideally for the same household or at least
for households of observably similar characteristics, in order to most accurately target the
interventions to the most vulnerable populations.
In order to disentangle causal effects from correlational ones to better design policy
to account for the relevant consequences of consumption variability and to construct better
measures of variability, we recommend four approaches for future work. First, high frequency
data should be collected on household food consumption along with characteristics that could
be used to predict variability both within and out of sample. Second, better understanding
of biological processes that tie chronic variability of food consumption to linear growth and
cognitive development will allow us to disentangle the causal impact of this variability. Third,
better data approaches to modeling these biological processes will help us to understanding
the sources of variability that arises from chronic seasonality as opposed to shocks and the
best means of addressing the underlying causes of chronic variability. Finally, our approach
has not yet accounted for intra-household risks of seasonality, and an open question is whether
seasonality different affects or harms for example male vs. female or higher vs. lower birth
order children.
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Dropped variable:

Coefficient on Log of ŝ in model (1)

Value of agricultural capital
Wealth index
Has non-farm business (=1)
Household size
Speaks Swahili (=1)
Catholic (=1)
Muslim (=1)
Hangaza ethnicity (=1)
Haya ethnicity (=1)
Livestock (TLU)
Acres owned
Adult equivalents
Head basic math (=1)
Head can read (=1)
Head education (years)
Head age (years)
Head is male (=1)
-.03

-.02

-.01

0

.01

Figure 4: Results after dropping a variable from consumption model: height
Source: Authors’ calculations from KHDS data. Figure shows the point estimates and 95%
confidence intervals for the coefficient on “Log of ŝ” for children in age group 1 (-1 to 3 years).
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Dropped variable:

Coefficient on Log of ŝ in model (1)

Value of agricultural capital
Wealth index
Has non-farm business (=1)
Household size
Speaks Swahili (=1)
Catholic (=1)
Muslim (=1)
Hangaza ethnicity (=1)
Haya ethnicity (=1)
Livestock (TLU)
Acres owned
Adult equivalents
Head basic math (=1)
Head can read (=1)
Head education (years)
Head age (years)
Head is male (=1)
-.3

-.25

-.2

-.15

-.1

-.05

0

.05

Figure 5: Results after dropping a variable from consumption model: education
Source: Authors’ calculations from KHDS data. Figure shows the point estimates and 95%
confidence intervals for the coefficient on “Log of ŝ” for children in age group 4 (13 to 17 years).
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Conclusion

In this paper we examined whether chronic seasonality in consumption during childhood
has long-term impacts on human capital formation. Our approach, which used data from
Tanzania spanning nearly 20 years, proceeded in two steps. First, we used four waves of
panel data from the early 1990s, with surveys spaced roughly 6 months apart, to construct
household-level measures of the mean and standard deviation of intra-annual consumption
per capita. We dedicated substantial attention in Section 4 to the identification and estimation of these two moments, using three different approaches to estimation that differ in their
susceptibility to the influence of unobservable household characteristics. Then, in the second
step, we examined whether the human capital acquired by children in the study households,
measured in a 2010 follow-up survey, varies with the two household-level moments from the
childhood consumption profile.
We found that both height and educational attainment are negatively impacted by
seasonal variation in consumption during childhood. The negative impacts of greater seasonal
consumption variability on height and educational attainment are 30-40% of the magnitude
of the positive impacts from greater average consumption. A 10% increase in the standard
deviation of consumption – equivalent to 65% of typical expenditure on maize – is associated
with a .04-.09 centimeter reduction in height and .04-.09 fewer years of schooling. Put
differently, a child with perfectly smooth consumption would require an increase in mean
consumption of approximately 3% to compensate for a 10% increase in the intra-annual
standard deviation of consumption to leave his height unchanged in expectation. This result
suggests that shifting a quantity of food equivalent to half of a day’s worth of typical maize
from the harvest season to the lean season would improve outcomes as much as increasing
typical maize consumption by a quarter throughout the year.
To our knowledge, these findings represent the first study of the link between the persistent, seasonal component of consumption, and long-run human capital outcomes. These
results have implications for the design of consumption support policies, strategies for measuring poverty, and conceptualizing the relationship between consumption smoothing and
long term outcomes. Perhaps most importantly, our findings indicate a separate rationale,
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beyond immediate relief of severe food insecurity, for targeted consumption support programs during the lean season. Deficits acquired during the low consumption periods of the
year can, and do, impact children in the long run.
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Appendix
The table below presents the full set of coefficients from estimating equation (3). This model
is used to predict the consumption path from which the measures ŝ and m̂ are computed.
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Table A1: Prediction of daily adult equivalent expenditure on household characteristics

Dependent variable:
Head is male (=1)
Head age (years)
Ed of HH Head
Head can read (=1)
Head basic math (=1)
Household size, adult equivalents
Acres owned
Tropical livestock units
Haya ethnicity (=1)
Hangaza ethnicity (=1)
Muslim (=1)
Catholic (=1)
Speaks Swahili (=1)
Household size, number
HH owns non-farm enterprise (=1)
Asset index - pooled FA
Value of agricultural capital (TZS)
District=2
District=3
District=4
District=5
District=6
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Daily pae
expenditure
31.513*
(16.705)
0.744*
(0.447)
-0.631
(3.209)
22.829
(38.199)
20.588
(38.500)
56.406***
(6.075)
5.143***
(1.362)
8.736***
(1.020)
-18.481
(24.855)
1.788
(50.846)
31.049
(23.134)
-5.742
(15.276)
35.164
(25.062)
6.865
(4.258)
-1.889
(14.068)
88.254***
(8.506)
0.000
(0.000)
123.189***
(36.675)
89.077***
(33.939)
120.007***
(31.385)
136.305***
(36.032)
-0.707
(57.445)

Table A1 (Continued): Prediction of daily adult equivalent expenditure on household characteristics
(Continued)
Sine X Head is male (=1)
Sine X Head age (years)
Sine X Ed of HH Head
Sine X Head can read (=1)
Sine X Head basic math (=1)
Sine X Household size, adult equivalents
Sine X Acres owned
Sine X Tropical livestock units
Sine X Haya ethnicity (=1)
Sine X Hangaza ethnicity (=1)
Sine X Muslim (=1)
Sine X Catholic (=1)
Sine X Speaks Swahili (=1)
Sine X Household size, number
Sine X HH owns non-farm enterprise (=1)
Sine X Asset index - pooled FA
Sine X Value of agricultural capital (TZS)
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(Continued)
-6.611
(23.469)
-0.334
(0.564)
-0.769
(4.413)
-20.030
(54.907)
17.986
(54.996)
6.370
(8.852)
4.979***
(1.622)
3.393***
(1.304)
28.223
(33.806)
19.694
(72.187)
61.314*
(32.384)
7.366
(21.188)
-16.285
(31.474)
0.489
(6.249)
-21.727
(19.869)
17.618
(11.831)
-0.000
(0.000)

Table A1 (Continued): Prediction of daily adult equivalent expenditure on household characteristics
(Continued)
Sine X District=2
Sine X District=3
Sine X District=4
Sine X District=5
Sine X District=6
Sine X year=2
Sine X year=3
Sine X year=4
Observations
R-squared
Notes: “Sine” is defined as sin

πd
τ



(Continued)
12.091
(47.873)
-53.842
(42.903)
-82.309**
(39.039)
-59.061
(45.868)
-60.464
(78.220)
126.385***
(41.100)
84.701**
(42.688)
-567.630
(405.339)
3254
0.36



d−τ
I[d ≤ τ ] + sin π + π 365−τ
I[d > τ ], where d is the survey

date (1 to 365) and τ is the tuning parameter defining the inflection point dividing periods of the
year above and below reference consumption.
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